[Study of interventricular septal defects with equal aortic and pulmonary artery pressures. Classification by clinical and computer methods of 70 cases].
Application of various methods of classification to a group of 70 cases of ventricular septal defect with high pulmonary artery hypertension allowed a comparative study between the various methods aiming at distinguishing the forms with low from high pulmonary artery resistance. The reference clinical classification provides supplementary informations derived from the natural or post-operative course and eventually from the microscopic examination. The first automatic classification relies on the study of a single criterion: the pulmonary arteriolar resistance and the systemic resistance ratio. A second classification is based on the attribution of points to some clinical or haemodynamic signs resulting in a score orienting the classification of every individual. Multifactorial analysis methods deal with all the available informations for the overall group, and suppose the use of a computer. The informatic methods make it possible to study the classifying value of every sign. Correlations were established between these various techniques and the medical classification.